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XOOPSGroups' XOOPS Sites Directory and our Design Gallery

XOOPS Sites Directory

In our continuing efforts to promote the CMS we love the most, XOOPSGroups announces the
opening our our XOOPS Sites Directory with screenshots of your site!

The new directory allows our visitors to get a better visual idea of how versatile XOOPS really
is.

Current categories include:

Arts
Business
Computers
Games
Health
Home/Garden
Kids/Teens
News
Recreation
Reference
Regional
Science
Shopping
Society
Sports

let us know if your site falls into a different category

We invite fellow XOOPSers to stop by and add your site(s). We'll take a screenshot (300 pixels
wide) and add it to our directory.

Design Gallery

In addition to our directory for general XOOPS users, we also invite designers and developers
to promote yourselves by posting images of work you've done for your clients on the Design
Gallery. We're using the myalbum module for this section; visible images will be a maximum of
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500*1000.

XOOPS Sites directory for general XOOPS users. Registration is not required.

Design Gallery for XOOPS Developers and Designers. REGISTRATION REQUIRED

PLEASE NOTE: We reserve the right to reject any site we find objectionable or unsuitable for
the listings.
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